
INTRO 

 

Throughout history, trade has been an integral part of human civilization, evolving from primitive barter 

systems to the sophisticated global networks we witness today. The trade industry is expanding 

exponentially, with individuals from diverse corners of the world actively participating. 

 

Bitcoin, with its ambitious mission, seeks to address global financial constraints. Our primary objective is 

to not only foster the economic development of the Bitcoin market but also uplift societies, empowering 

them to overcome poverty. 

 

In pursuit of this vision, we aim to establish a comprehensive and international platform offering trade 

signals, token analysis, and a diverse range of shares. This platform is designed to cater to both seasoned 

traders and newcomers, eliminating any barriers that may hinder access to Altcoin signal information, 

tokens, and shares across various markets, including Forex, stock markets, and cryptocurrencies. 

 

The driving force behind this project is a commitment to assisting traders worldwide, ensuring 

unrestricted access to valuable information. Our innovative bonus application, structured for efficiency, 

strives to create a lucrative and engaging platform for financial tool enthusiasts. Through the 

incorporation of cutting-edge technologies such as socialFi and the web world 3, we aspire to generate 

income and direct benefits for all stakeholders. 

 

What sets us apart is our dedication to sharing the wealth. A structured revenue-sharing model ensures 

that influential and contributing members receive a fair share of the income generated from 

advertisements, fostering a community that thrives on mutual success and collaboration. Join us on this 

journey to redefine the future of global trade and finance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction 

 

Welcome to a revolutionary SocialFi platform where every participant, including influencers and 

bloggers, has the opportunity to effortlessly and directly earn profits. The landscape of cryptocurrency 

trading has experienced remarkable growth in the last five years, and our platform is poised to maximize 

this trend in the future. 

 

Our primary goal is to introduce a decentralized application (Dapp) that eliminates the existing bilateral 

constraints faced by traders and signal providers. This innovative approach allows for seamless and 

unrestricted exchange of information, fostering a dynamic environment for business development. 

 

Within this platform, every account holder becomes an active player with the potential to earn profits in 

both market upswings and downturns. 

 

To further incentivize and recognize outstanding contributions, we will reward tokens to accounts that 

consistently provide substantial profits to users and attract a significant following. Our commitment 

extends beyond individual gains; we aspire to benefit society as a whole, aiming to enhance the lives of 

people globally through the opportunities presented by cryptocurrency. 

 

Join us in this transformative journey, where the power of cryptocurrency not only drives personal 

success but also contributes to the creation of a better life for the international community. Thank you for 

being a part of this exciting project. 

 

 

Problem Statement 

 

Within the realm of social and communication networks, a persistent challenge is the issue of 

centralization. This becomes particularly evident in the trade industry, where a multitude of technical and 

fundamental signals abounds. While numerous signal sellers generously share their insights with traders, 

a critical bottleneck emerges – the absence of a dedicated space for them to effectively conduct their 

work. 

 

TraderDapp recognizes the significance of this challenge in the trade world. The platform serves as the 

much-needed solution by providing a decentralized space where signal providers can seamlessly share 

their expertise. This not only facilitates more efficient communication but also empowers traders with a 



collaborative environment conducive to informed decision-making. Join TraderDapp to transcend the 

limitations of centralization and unlock a dynamic space where the trade community can thrive. 

 

 

Solution 

 

Decentralization through SocialFi and Web 3 Platform. 

Our mission at TraderDapp is to decentralize the trading landscape through the innovative platforms of 

SocialFi and Web 3. By embracing decentralization, we aim to usher in a new era where the most 

trustworthy accounts can provide substantial income, value, and profits to their owners. 

 

Active accounts specializing in signal provision and market analysis on our platform have the unique 

opportunity to offer both public and VIP services. This ensures that users consulting these accounts can 

benefit from their expertise, resulting in successful buy and sell decisions. This symbiotic relationship 

enhances the purpose and value of the market, fostering a dynamic and mutually beneficial environment 

for both signal providers and users. 

 

Join us on the journey towards decentralization, where transparency, trust, and shared success define the 

future of trading on the TraderDapp platform. 

 

 

NFT Accounts 

 

In our pursuit of decentralization within user accounts on TraderDapp, we are introducing a 

groundbreaking feature – NFT accounts. With this innovative approach, each account will be associated 

with a unique NFT, empowering users to easily sell their accounts based on the accumulated credits from 

their followers. 

This integration of Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) adds a layer of value and ownership to user accounts. 

By tying the NFT to an account, users can showcase their influence and expertise in the trading 

community. The NFT serves as a testament to their contributions, allowing for a transparent and 

verifiable representation of their standing on the platform.  

Join us at TraderDapp as we redefine user accounts through NFTs, offering a novel and dynamic way for 

account holders to monetize their influence while contributing to the decentralized and vibrant ecosystem 

we are building. 



Market Overview 

 

In today's financial landscape, the Cryptocurrency market boasts a remarkable trading volume of 2 trillion 

dollars, while the global stock market exceeds 100 trillion dollars in trading volume. Simultaneously, the 

Forex market witnesses a daily trading volume surpassing 6 trillion dollars, engaging millions of 

individuals in active trading. 

 

It's essential to recognize that approximately 1.7 billion people worldwide live without a bank account, 

limiting their access to the international market. This lack of financial infrastructure has deprived them of 

participation in the global economy. However, the advent of the Cryptocurrency market presents a 

transformative opportunity for these individuals to engage in trading. 

 

At TraderDapp, our mission is to democratize access to financial and trade exchanges for people across 

the globe. By providing Blockchain services and facilitating easy trading, we empower individuals to 

participate in the Cryptocurrency market without the necessity of a traditional bank account. Join us in 

bridging the gap and fostering financial inclusivity on a global scale. 

 

 

Tokens: 

 

To fuel the development of TraderDapp, the project funds will be strategically allocated through pre-sales 

and IDOs (Dex initial offers). These funds will be instrumental in the creation of the website, Android, 

and iOS applications, ensuring a comprehensive and user-friendly experience. 

 

The utilization of funds encompasses various purposes, including development, advertising, and 

leveraging cryptocurrencies along with project tokens. A total of 6 billion tokens will be issued in this 

project. To enhance user convenience and facilitate seamless trading across different exchanges and 

DEXs, tokens will be issued on various smart chains. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Project Plan 

 

As outlined in the project plan, the implementation of the Beta Plus version is scheduled, aiming to make 

the platform accessible and ready for user engagement within 5 to 8 months. This milestone ensures that 

the project goals are achievable, and users can experience the platform's enhanced features during this 

timeline. 

 

Currently, the pre-beta version is in operation, providing users with a preview of the platform's 

functionalities as we work towards the full realization of TraderDapp's ambitious goals. Stay tuned for 

exciting developments in the coming months! 

 

 

 

 

Tokenomics 

 

Token Name: TDT 

 

Token: 6.000.000.000 

 

Private sale: 3% 

Presell: 8% 

IDo: 16٪  

Air drop: %6  

Launchpad Sale: %40  

For best signal Account: %3  

For new Account up to: %4  

Development: %10  

Team: %10 

 



 

 

OUR ROADMAP 

 

Phase 1 

 

Project Ideation 

Token creation 

Litepaper Creation 

Form Core Team 

 

Phase 2 

Website launch (traderdapp.com) 

Token launch 

 

Phase 3 

 

Listing on Coingecko and Coinmarket cap 

Listing on wallets like Trust Wallet 

Dapp development Start 

In July Releasing our White paper 

 

Phase 4 

 

Beta version in October  

 

Phase 5 

 

Alpha version in December 


